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Some Observations on the "Silverfish" (Lepis a
Saccharina L.) (Thys.).
BY HELENE MORITA,
University of Hawaii.
(Presented by D. L. Crawford at the meeting of May 7, 192 .)
DISTRIBUTION.
The silverfish occurs commonly in North America,
China, Japan, and the Hawaiian Islands. Like most h
insects, it is well-nigh cosmopolitan in its distribution.
HAUNTS, HABITS, FOOD, AND INJURY.
urope,
usehold
The silverfish are found in great numbers in a closet r trunk
containing books, magazines, newspapers, or pamphlet which
have been left undisturbed for some time. Here the cause
much damage by eating the paste and glue from the b ndings.
They are also found in the wall paper where they fe d upon
the paste on the back and cause it to loosen. They ar found
in muslin curtains, linens, starched collars, cuffs, laces a other
articles of clothing containing starch, and make holes i them.
Silk garments and tapestry have also been damaged, th mate-
rial in this case being destroyed, apparently not so m ch for
itseli as· for the stiffening it contained. Silverfish are Iso not
infrequently found around pantries where they infest dry, starchy
foods. They have been known, too, to feed upon carpe furs,
leather and the like.
It is found in dark places, always avoiding the lig The
rapidity with which it runs and the slipperiness of it body,
due to the scales that cover it, make it almost impossible 0 catch
the silverfish without crushing or damaging it.
Response to Light.-Twelve silverfish were put in a b x, half
of which was covered with glass, and the other with ca dboard.
It was observed that all of the silverfish almost alwa s kept
away from the side through which light could enter. T ey also
ran away rapidly when objects on which they were at wo k were
brought to the light.
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Reacti01;. to SOllnds.-The silverfish seems indifferent to loud
noises. A loud voice. a strong rap upon a hoard, or the sound
of musical instruments is apparently unheard.
Lepisma saccharina is essentially a vegetahle feeder. and the
substance most in accord with its taste is apparently starch. It
also feeds upon animal matter, for in several cases where many
were put in one container it was noticed that the dead body
of the silverfish, and even the live young ones, were eagerly
eaten by their living comrades. In one case, twelve young were
eaten by two adults. They also ate the wings of such specimens
as they could reach in a rather carelessly preserved collection of
butterAies. Through close observation it was seen that Lepisma
saccharina prefers glazed paper for food to starches made from
Aour, poi, rice, lily gloss starch. or corn starch. If anyone of
these starches were left in the container with some glazed paper
or label, the insect would feed only on the latter, even so much
as to make holes in it. It prefers glazed paper also to ordinary
newspaper or writing paper. The glazed paper, in the process of
manufactm:e, passes through a vat of gelatin (glue) in solutbn
before drying follows. This glue used must account for the
preference the silverfish gives to this over papers of other make.
LIFE H,STORY.
About sixty adult silverfish were caught and put into glass
jars, two in each, for breeding purposes. White glazed paper
was put in for food, and these containers were left in the dark.
Five weeks later, nine eggs were seen on the paper in olle jar.
There are usually from seven to twelve eggs. The eggs are color-
less. very small and oval in shape. O;'e must look [or them
very carefully. [or they are hardly discernible, being the color
of the paper. The eggs hatch after the completion of the em-
bryonic development in about six to ten days later. These young
hatch almost wholly like their parents. Each one has six fully
developed legs, as when mature. and is similar in form, differ-
ing only in the proportions of the parts and in depth of color.
It undergoes a series of six to seven molts or changes of the
skin hefore reaching complete development. The periods between
the first three molts are shorter than the later ones. The instal'S
or pet'iods between molts cover, in the beginning, three to four
ntennae
laments
period
uced to
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weeks. In these molts all the external parts are thrown off and
renewed, thereby providing for an increase in size. G wth in
the silverfish takes' place at a considerahly low rate 0 speed.
In many cases where the young hatched in Novemb , there
was growth to only about three-eighths of an inch by th end of
February. The period from the time the eggs are lai to the
reaching of maturity covers from seven to nine months Hence
there will be from three to four generations in two yea s' time.
This seems to make the rate of multiplication very low; owever,
it is not so if one stops to consider that the silverfish la s from
nine to twelve eggs, and that over 80 per cent of then live to .
be adults.
SILVERFISH AND REGENERATION.
Regeneration is the reproduction of organs or tissue by the
animal to replace loss.
Lepisma. saccilOrina has the power of regenerating its
and filaments. It was noticed that in silverfish with
already destroyed and in some where I clipped them off,
of two to four weeks elapsed hefore they were repro
their former length.
Antennae are also regenerated. It takes about two r three
weeks for the antennae to grow and assume their forme length.
In three cases the antennae were cut off at the base, and as
early as four days later they had commenced regenerat ng and
were about one-eighth of an inch Iong-.
